Holiday Gift Ideas DVD & Blu-Ray

Mission Impossible Original Series Relive every thrilling adventure of the
American spies of I.M.F. (Impossible Missions Force) when MISSION
IMPOSSIBLE: THE ORIGINAL TV SERIES arrives on Blu-ray for the first
time. Starring Golden Globe and Emmy Award winner Peter Graves, the 46-disc
collection includes all seven seasons and 171 action-packed episodes of the
iconic spy series in a collectible Blu-ray set. The show that inspired a global
franchise, MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: THE ORIGINAL TV SERIES follows elite covert
operations unit I.M.F. as they carry out only the most hazardous of espionage
missions. Each an expert in their own field, the group of extraordinary spies
was first led by Daniel Briggs (Steven Hill) and later overseen by Jim Phelps
(Graves). Each episode featured the now-famous tape-recorded message
outlining the latest task for the group to tackle. Popular during the Cold War,
the group’s missions centered on toppling evil dictators, shutting down
corrupt organizations and exploiting crime lords. The I.M.F. crew includes
disguise expert Rollin Hand (Martin Landau), charmer Cinnamon Carter
(Barbara Bain), electronics technician Barney Collier (Greg Morris), strong man
Willy Armitage (Peter Lupus) and, in later episodes, disguise-master Paris
(Leonard Nimoy). Sam Elliot and Lesley Ann Warren also star. Paramount
Popeye 40th Anniversary The legendary, beloved anvil-armed sailor of the
seven seas comes magically to life in this delightful musical, starring Robin
Williams as Popeye, who meets all challenges with the unshakable philosophy,
"I yam what I yam and that's all that I yam." Shelley Duvall is Popeye's devoted
long-limbed sweetie, Olive Oyl, one of the familiar and loveable characters who
joins Popeye in his adventures in the harbor town of Sweethaven. Meet Wimpy
and Bluto and all the other cartoon favorites in this happy, tuneful,
fun-for-the-whole-family movie! The new Blu-ray includes access to a Digital
copy of the film, along with nearly 30 minutes of all-new bonus content
featuring excerpts from one of Robin Williams’ final interviews, a vintage
interview with director Robert Altman, as well as a newly conducted interview
with Stephen Altman. The full list of bonus features is below: Return to
Sweethaven: A Look Back with Robin and the Altmans, The Popeye Company
Players, Popeye’s Premiere, The Sailor Man Medleys, Theatrical Trailer.
Paramount
Coming to America Join Eddie Murphy (Norbit, Dreamgirls) on an
unforgettable comic quest to the New World. As an African prince, it's time for
him to find a princess... and the mission leads him and his most loyal friend
(Arsenio Hall) to Queens, New York. In disguise as an impoverished immigrant,
the pampered prince relishes the chance to test his mettle in the urban
wilderness. Keep an eye out for both Murphy and Hall in some unforgettable
cameo roles! The 4K Combo includes the following previously released special
features: Commentary by director Martin Brest, Beverly Hills Cop—The
Phenomenon Begins (SD), A Glimpse Inside the Casting Process (SD), The Music
of Beverly Hills Cop (SD), Deleted scenes (HD), Behind-the-scenes featurettes
incorporating vintage 1984 interviews (HD), An isolated audio track of the
original score by Harold Faltermeyer, “BHC Mixtape ‘84”, which allows viewers to
go directly to the scenes featuring the hit songs “The Heat Is On,”“Neutron
Dance,”“New Attitude,”“Stir It Up,”“Do You Really,” and “Nasty Girl.” , Location
Map & Theatrical Trailer (HD). Paramount
Beverly Hills Cop The heat is on in this fast paced action-comedy starring
Eddie Murphy as Axel Foley, a street smart Detroit cop tracing down his best
friend's killer in Beverly Hills. Axel quickly learns that his wild style doesn't fit in
with the Beverly Hills Police Department, which assigns two officers (Judge
Reinhold & John Ashton) to make sure things don't get out of hand. Dragging
the stuffy detectives along for the ride, Axel smashes through a huge culture
clash in his hilarious, high-speed pursuit of justice. Featuring cameos by Paul
Reiser, Bronson Pinchot and Damon Wayans, Beverly Hills Cops is an
exhilarating sidesplitting adventure! The 4K Combo includes the following
previously released special features: Commentary by director Martin Brest,
Beverly Hills Cop—The Phenomenon Begins (SD), A Glimpse Inside the Casting
Process (SD), The Music of Beverly Hills Cop (SD), Deleted scenes (HD),
Behind-the-scenes featurettes incorporating vintage 1984 interviews (HD), An
isolated audio track of the original score by Harold Faltermeyer, “BHC Mixtape
‘84”, which allows viewers to go directly to the scenes featuring the hit songs
“The Heat Is On,”“Neutron Dance,”“New Attitude,”“Stir It Up,”“Do You Really,”
and “Nasty Girl.” Location Map & Theatrical Trailer (HD). Paramount
Trading Places What happens when you combine the comic genius of Eddie
Murphy with Dan Aykroyd and director John Landis (Animal House, Coming To
America)? You get a timeless comedy classic laced with sidesplitting, satiric
humor. Murphy stars as a small time con artist who gets a chance to switch
lives with Aykroyd's big time stock market maven. But their reversal of fortunes
is just a cruel joke perpetrated by two bored mega rich brothers as part of an
idle bet. And when the truth comes out... the consequences are sheer comedy
gold! The Paramount Presents Blu-ray includes a new Filmmaker Focus with
John Landis, access to a Digital copy of the film, as well as the following
previously released bonus content: Deleted Scenes, Insider Trading: The
Making of Trading Places, Dressing the Part, The Trade in Trading Places, Trading
Stories, Industry Promotional Piece & Theatrical Trailer. Paramount
The Golden Child As 'The Chosen One' Murphy's on a madcap mission to save
The Golden Child, a youth with mystical powers who's been abducted by an
evil cult. He battles a band of super-nasties, scrambles through a
booby-trapped chamber of horrors and traverses Tibet to obtain a sacred
dagger. But it's Murphy's with that turns out to be his sharpest weapon in the
24-karat comedy adventure. Newly remastered from a 4K film transfer under
the supervision of director Michael Ritchie, this hit action-comedy comes to
Blu-ray for the first time as part of the Paramount Presents line. The
limited-edition Paramount Presents Blu-ray Disc is presented in collectible
packaging that includes a foldout image of the film’s theatrical poster and an
interior spread with key movie moments. The film will also be available on 4K
Ultra HD Digital. Paramount

